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New Work #171, Pigment Print, 44”x80”, 2013.



New work
Jordan Tate’s latest work wrestles with one of the key contemporary 
preoccupations of our field: photography qua photography. In other words: How 
do we see? What are suitable subjects for photography? And what are viable 
means of image-making?

Tate’s work belongs to a growing group of photographers indebted to 
predecessors Christopher Williams and James Welling. Tate pushes the 
conversation beyond nostalgia and squarely into the present, however, by 
indulging in screen-based images and non-traditional output methods like 
lenticular screens, animated gifs, and 3-D anaglyphs. Take, for example, an 
image like New Work # 50, in which the “marching ants”—familiar to anyone 
with working knowledge of Photoshop—become embedded in the final image. 
These animated “selection” lines are usually a momentary visual reference or 
trace of an artist’s working process—here, they are transformed into the raison 
d’etre for the image.

His images frequently focus on indicators of an image in the making—a 
photograph of a Polaroid that could easily be an exposure/lighting test for a 
studio shoot; the depiction of an iPhone screen filled with what appears to be 
a color bar; a web browser in the midst of download. All of these have become 
part of the familiar lingua franca of contemporary image making and image 
sharing, but usually are kept behind-the-scenes. Boldly, Tate features these 
elements front and center.

In another über-contemporary nod, Tate adopts a mode of working in which the 
traditional idea of a coherent style or artist series is dismissed, allowing room 
for seemingly disparate image-making modes to coexist within a single body 
of work. This series is titled, in an appropriately deadpan manner, New Work. 
However, it’s not that the work is interesting just because it’s new; it’s interesting 
because it offers a compelling and quirky exploration of the work involved in 
new photography.

Lesley A Martin for Aperture 
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New Work #196, Inkjet on Fabric, Stone, Stainless Steel, Wood, 44” x 48” x 7”, 2014.



New Work #197, Inkjet on Fabric, Stone, Stainless Steel, Wood, 24” x 48” x 2”, 2014.



New Work #197, Pigment Print, Marble, Ruler, 25” x 55”, 2014.



New Work #194, Inkjet on Fabric, 54” x 72”, 2014.



New Work #195, Inkjet on Fabric, 54” x 72”, 2014.



New Work #190, Toner on Paper, each 48” x 36”, 2014.



New Work #185, Pigment Prints on Canson High Gloss (left) and Hahnemüle Photo Rag (right), each 74” x 36”, 2014. 



SUPERBLACK, Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotube Array, Ultra-diffusive Light Absorbing Foil, Cast Acrylic, Wood. 12” x 12” x 66”, 2014. 



SUPERBLACK (monograph). First Edition, 58 Pages, 9” x 12”, Softcover with die-cut, and black edging
Design by the Laboratory of Manuel Bürger Published by the Fred and Laura Ruth Bidwell Foundation, 2014. 



New Work #174, Pigment Print, Munsell Soil Color Chart, Aromatic Cedar Frame, Mylar Tape, 24” x 46”, 2013.



New Work #173, Pigment Print, Munsell Soil Color Chart, Aromatic Cedar Frame, Mylar Tape, 24” x 36”, 2013.



New Work #179, Provenience Drawing Square, Cast Plaster, Mylar Emergency Blanket, Level, Wood, Mylar Tape, 70” x 70” x 24”, 2013.



New Work #170, Pigment Print, 2013



New Work #150, Pigment Prints, 45” x 176”, 2013.



New Work #150 (detail), 2013.



New Work #150 (detail), 2013.



New Work #150 (detail), 2013.



New Work #150 (detail), 2013.



New Work #169, Pigment Prints, Roll Holders, each 24” x 15’, 2013.



New Work #141, Pigment Prints, 16” x 236”, 2011.



New Work #141 (detail)



New Work #141 (detail)



New Work #141 (detail)



Superblack

Transformer Station, Cleveland. 

March 29th 2014—June 14th 2014.

SUPERBLACK is the result of a two-year research project in collaboration with 
scientists at the University of Cincinnati. SUPERBLACK is a physical body 
designed to absorb nearly all electromagnetic radiation (visible light, infrared 
light, ultraviolet light, etc.) and offer the experience of a localized, contained, and 
absolute darkness.

At its core, SUPERBLACK is an exploration of certain dualities – subject/object, 
void/full, black/white. Tate’s larger photo-based practice further explores the 
nature of these dualities that inform, limit, and govern our experiences.

Within Tate’s work, the photograph is used as an idea, as a metaphor for 
knowledge itself, rather than a physical object or even an image. Photography 
becomes a way of analyzing the interplay between culture, science, and 
technology that transforms individual observations into systems of knowledge. 
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SUPERBLACK Installation Overview, 2014 



SUPERBLACK Installation Overview, 2014 



SUPERBLACK Installation Overview, 2014 



SUPERBLACK (monograph). First Edition, 58 Pages, 9” x 12”, Softcover with die-cut, and black edging
Design by the Laboratory of Manuel Bürger Published by the Fred and Laura Ruth Bidwell Foundation, 2014 









GaMuT warNING 

Denny Gallery, New York. 

September 14th 2013—October 20th 2013. 

 While technology has always been at the heart of photographic seeing, one of the 
consequences of the digital revolution is that once again (it happens every time 
we change the underlying platform), we are becoming acutely aware of how the 
machines we use for image making (namely camera and software) function. Sev-
eral decades ago, we were down in the weeds exploring arcane darkroom and 
chemical techniques to create different visual outcomes. Today, we are adjusting 
and calibrating via increasingly powerful software tools, and bumping up against 
new limits we hadn’t considered much in the past. 
 
For the record, the gamut warning in the title of this exhibit is a software feature 
which highlights the color mismatches between the RGB of your screen and the 
CMYK of a commercial printer, helping you to understand that your image on your 
monitor is much brighter and richer than the inks used to make prints can gener-
ally match. By showing you which colors won’t translate exactly, it highlights the 
further corrections needed to make an image ready for printing. 
 
Jordan Tate’s show is a riff on this idea of corner case color matching, and a 
meditation on the idea of the layers of technical mediation between object and 
photograph. Hung edge to edge across the surface of two of the gallery walls, the 
main work on view is a rebus-like frieze of imagery, starting with a printed ap-
proximation of Yves Klein blue and ending with a swirling black and white satellite 
image. The territory in between is filled with scientific still lifes (test tubes, slides, 
and other technical equipment), color gradients and test patterns, and ancient 
objects (marble statuary, constellations, rock specimens) being measured. To-
gether, the images consider the nature of seeing from a variety of angles, applying 
scientific rigor to the underlying details of image making. In this world, we’re light 
years from the decisive moment and instead buried in the technical minutiae of 
what photography has become. Tate makes this idea more explicit with a large 
printer palette demo hung across the gallery, a tangible manifestation of the 
limits of the printed color system and an emblem of the new constraints, helpfully 
adorned with a note to consult the user’s manual if you’re confused. 
 
I think Tate’s work fits squarely into the larger trend of bringing the mind of an 
engineer into the realm of photography. As more and more scientists, software 
developers, and hackers delve into digital photography, we are seeing the emer-
gence of a different kind of artistic mindset, one that is perfectly comfortable with 
systems design and networked technical complexity. These artists are exploring 
photography’s traditional limits using more structured, iterative strategies, and 
coming up with artworks that reconsider the underlying mechanical foundations 
of the image making process and that question what changes to those technical 
underpinnings might mean. It’s an innovative way to deconstruct photography, 
and we’re just at the beginning of seeing what this new approach might enable. 
-Loring Knoblauch for Collector Daily
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GAMUT WARNING at Denny Gallery, Installation Overview, 2013.



GAMUT WARNING at Denny Gallery, Installation Overview, 2013.



GAMUT WARNING at Denny Gallery, Installation Overview, 2013.



New coNTaINerS

Herron Gallery, Indianapolis. 

January 11th—February 13th, 2013.

An extension of medium-specific inquiries, New Containers addresses the form 
and function of context. Photography itself has become a space/container 
that defines and allows for a variety of ideas to coexist within a set of bounded 
possibilities. Photography’s role as container represents a much broader line of 
thought that approaches the medium as a microcosm of contemporary modes 
of understanding. The fact that photography is inherently mediated, regardless 
of ethics, intentions, or supposed veracity, is one we need to accept and fore-
ground in our consumption of images. 

That said, the power of photography as a metamedium lies in its ability to mea-
sure the affects and effects of media on a given message. Photography is what 
we make it to be; it is an idea larger than the fixing of light; it is a new language 
that requires and deserves a new literacy. It, more than any invention—from 
writing and the printing press to the internet—has fundamentally restructured 
thought. 
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New Containers, Herron Gallery, Installation Overview, 2013.



New Containers, Herron Gallery, Installation Overview, 2013.



lIGhT caSTINGS

Voltage Gallery, Cincinnati. 

October 7th—November 5th, 2012.

Recently photography has engaged the three dimensional form with renewed 
passion. The objecthood of the photograph, the indexicality of the photographic 
subject, and the theater of photographic installation converge in engaging new 
work by two young artists, each merging a conceptual rigor with an apprecia-
tion of both older process and digital technologies alike. Inheritors of the post 
modernism’s photographic turn, Anthony Pearson and Jordan Tate scramble the 
tools of the medium into seductive works of art.

Light Castings showcases new attitudes about photography as object and 
representation, as a form that embraces the optical, the sculptural, and the 
cinematic. Both Tate and Pearson maintain studio-based practices in which they 
parlay selected elements into a specific vocabulary of forms. They reach back 
to the medium’s beginnings to redefine the tools of photography transformed 
by digital culture, to different ends. Photography derives from the Greek “writing 
with light;” questions about the photographic process itself appear in ways and 
means in each body of work. Casting refers to the process of creating a multi-
dimensional multiple from a single matrix, either photographic negative, digital 
file, or plaster mold. The example of James Welling’s work, in which the subject/
form relationship differs for each photographic project, creates a point of shared 
concern for both artists.

Following the path hewn in past decades by Welling, both artists select and 
apply photographic techniques and operations very specifically; they assume 
topical important roles in each body of work. The process, the materials, and 
history are taught and told here. The direct experience of photographic process 
and the resultant focus on materiality takes center stage in both artists’ work: 
Tate takes an open-source stance of infinite repeatability, while Pearson’s self-
referential, closed system of art making relies on the properties of the unique. 

Lisa Kurzner 
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Light Castings, Installation Overview, 2012.



Light Castings, Installation Overview, 2012.



Light Castings, Installation Overview, 2012.



New Work #117, Differential Gloss Inkjet Prints, 2012



JOrDaN TaTe 
Denny Gallery
261 Broome Street
New York, NY 10002
212-226-6537
elizabeth@dennygallery.com

jordan.tate@gmail.com
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